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Preface

-iis ireport presents the results of our investigation into the

.proble= of poor lateral-dirrectional flying qualities of a modified'

G-1353 aircraft. A lateral-direction-al stability augmentation 6ystem

is designed, nd an analog siculation of the system is made. From an

analysis of the design and simulation, we have attempted to predict

the perforý7ace wich c-an 'ie expected from this system. The problems

encountered, their effects, and the success of the system are discussed.

Ve wish to express our thanks to the many people who have helped

to =Ie this report possible. In particular, ve wish to thank Hr.

Jobn H. Griffin, our Vhesis Sponsor, for providing the topic and the

=!!& needed technical assistance.

"Thesis A&qisor, for his critical. evaluation of our first draft. We

especa•lly thank hiz for his continued encouragement at the times when

there seezed to be no end 'in sight.

A spec•al thanks goes to Mr. Jazes Crider, of the Analog Simula-

tion Branch, ASD, for his dedicated services during the analog simula-

tion. Without his techical competence and extreme patience with us,

hone of this would have been possible.

Last, but not least, we wish to thank our wives, Mary and Linda,

who have been as understanding as humanly possible during ihe extreme-

ly long per-od of preparing the report.

Lynn L. Caxible

Will-'am L. Smith
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was -used to solve for all the modified airframe dynamic chariacterisftcs

and transfer functions in each of the three flight confi'gurationd,.

-K~vnOlg the necessary airframe transfer functilons and-I characteristitq,ý,

it-was them possible to :analyze othd aircraft as equipped with the basic

series y;aw Aamer,

3he airf-rafne with Yaw damper was -thorouighly analyze'd for each

flight condition'ulsiug-root locus. Differences in performance of each-

flight condition were carefully nfoted so as to establish -positive

guidelines for the design. First design efforts involved trying to

find A rather simple cascade compensato.- to iDodify the yaw damper.

Follrwing this, a multiple feedback approach was invea tigated.

T he system is charadterized'prima-rily by two sets of secbnid' order

roots neither of which are dominant. This makes analysis by convention-

21 feedback control techniaues extremely diffidult. Fot this reason,

all results are verified by an-ilog computer simulation. Time historiesý

of the analog computer output showing-the aircraft response to both

rudder and aileron inputs are recorded for the basic MC-135, MC-135

with basic ser•.es; yaw damper, and MC-135 with the final SAS design in

each of the three flight configurations.

Sg Conventions

The sign conventions for forces and moments, as used throughout

this thesis, are shown in Fig. 1. More particularly, the sign con-

ventions for lateral motion are shown in Fig. 2,

Rudder. Rudder deflection to the left is defined as positive.

This causes a positive- , positive v, negative N, and negative R.

Ailerons. Deflection of right aileron up and left aileron down

.. .. . . . .... ... t..e ne es ai.f.am .tra sfr .functo s a
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P - Roll Angular Velocity L - Rolling. Moment

Q - Pitch Angular Velocity M - Pitching Moment

R - Yaw Angular Velocity N - Yawing Moment

X, Y, Z - Aerodynamic Force D - Roll Angle
Components

0- Pitch Angle
U, V, W - Velocity Components

S- Yaw Angle

Figure 1. Sign Conventions
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itk"Ylv X,'x ""-x.

0 - Sideslip Angle

v - Disturbed Velocity In Y-directicn D-Te to Positive S -

Figure 2. Lateral Sign Conventic-_s
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The objective of this thesis is to design the necessary stability

augmentation -system (SAS) which will provide the control needed for

successful performance-of the MC-135. The performance criteria to be

met was extracted ft m MIL-F-9785A, "Flying Qualities of Piloted'

Airplanes"' (Ref 9). Since a SAS will be installed in an actual modified

C-135B to be used in a future Air Forde R&D flight test, it is necessary ,1

to design a SAS that will perform within the limitations of MIL-F-8785A..

The particular specifications (requirements) that served as the design

criteria were furnished by ASD's Deputy of Engineering, Airframe Sub-

systems Division. It was decided that the damping ratio, 9, the un-

damped •atural frequency, w , and the product, ýwr, of the system's

Dutch roll would serve as the primary design criteria. Tests against

the specifications would be done in the final analog computer simulation

analysis. I
Conventional feedback control systems design techniques were used

in the investigation and actual design. Root locus techniques were used

in designing a system which would adequately improve the 4 and w of the

Dutch roll. Frequency response plots were used to determine the re-

quired filtering for the system.

The siandardC-135B is equipped with a parallel yaw damper, how-

ever, it is felt necessary that in order for the pilot to have full

rudder pedal control, a series yaw damper would be used. Such a damper

is readily available in kit form from the Boeing Ai'rcraft Company.

Therefore, the design undertaken in this thesis essentially starts not

9
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The PferforMce Cza -ctersciCS of tme Basic syst, t'e.., va

IC13 e4pp)ed vith the sczndzz-d series yzF Zzzpe, ~ bc

_____e to Zererzirza !Em ex-"ent to tiitci fe yzw d~rCMoid be =~sea

2=d Wý:a.tO diC;t_0 ion be m~aee ="A iol res-At In sZ--isfac=t0Iy

erfx~c. he e~ject-ftes ware not onlly to Meet Certain5 -ze-selficted

cr-iteria but also to k~eep the cost antd compleadity of th~e ditsiga to a

MiTerefore, 4 wiide. vasrlety of coawn passIve cascade con-4-'m

sators, ere tried in addition to sensing and feeding back other lateral-

,irectionall paraeters. Every effort was made to preclude usIng rore

sophiisticated nulti-loop systens or sys 6s containing ela-orate active

network filters and co=peasators.

Equations of 15otion

To fully describe the motion of an aircraft requiies a set of six

differential equations - one for each of the six degrees of freedom of

movement. By assuming that no coupling exists between motion in the

lateral-directional plane and rotlon in the longitudinal plane, the

original six differential equations can be decoupled into two sets of

three equations each. One set describes motion of the aircraft only in

the longitudinal plane or plane of symmetry while the other describes

motion only in the lateral and directional planes or motior. out of the

plane of symmetry. Thus the problem can be reduced to one of three

degrees of freedom which describes either longitudinal or lateral-

directional motion depending on which is of interest.

Since the MC-135 differs primarily from the standard C-135B in

10
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*, Ixz.-

'xx=O z-,s ~r Y- -. 36

(2-a)

-x Nrr +NvV + pP + Nv';+ 11,al-+ 4 6,ý (2-3)

As explained in the reference, these are the three lateral-directional

equations which are linearized for small perturbations about a steady

reference flight condition of straight and level, unaccelerated flight.

Since perturbations about the reference flight condition of

straight and level flight are considered to be small,

1(2-4)
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F -V --- i2 & .-

(2-7)

"M-e transfer Z, ct.ons are fvrd fron (2-7) by- ee p 1  4  of

Cr=erl's rule.

For thLs thesis, all necessary transfer fi-•nctios were •eter=k2-d

by using the IBH 7094 digital co=puter. A co=ple~te calculatiOn of all

the transfer functions as well as instructions for using the lateral-

directional computer program are included in SEG-TR.-66-52 (Ref 7). nhe

outputs of the program for each of the three flight: conditions are

12
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=am =At e C: =

tb-- M.-M -11 L-e

-S: .~- +f aS?-) ft - .rqsf f- cf--rsi5 (2-0).

si's 4- - -C23 - 3.4(:s2 ~-052s;+ 4-5 (2-U

An alysis of t~ese eq atkfs e-eas th~at the spirall rode, with tiize

st=zt, -is is of ma~ gaitude but now is stcable. Normally this

=xde Is s-IIS~tdy =stz7Ae. 7he ti-ne constant, -rr, of the rolling mode

is a-so se= to be rnzinal. Eowe~ver, determining 4~d and fo h

secc-d oreer zoots reveals a characteristic Dutch roll that is far from

*2he Unit alIic--rd =Zicer the specified criteria. Irf fact. Cruise 2 is

slig~itly =stable producing an ever increasing Dutch roll. The damping

1-5



ratio for Cruise 1 and Power Apprpach U .0061 and .035, respectively.

The mini= - allowable ýds .as specified in ,HL-F-8785A$ isý .19.

Becaume of the very ,poor damping dharacteristics of the Dutch- roll,

it was I=ediately decided not to begin the- nalysalr and subsquent SAS

design based on the -performance of the basic aircraft but rather to

begin with the aircraft as equipped-with, the standard series yaw

damper. A block diagram of the general system is shown in Fig. 3.

Suibstituting in all the tiansfer 'functions, reducing the servo ampli-

fier idop, and repositioning the rate fi-ter, the block diagram reduces

to that shown in Fig. 4. To facilitate a root locus study, the block

diagram of Fig. 4 is furthei reduced to that sh(wn in Fig. 5. Note

that the pilot's input has been relocated; This is not Intended- for the

actual system but is done here only to simplify the analysis.

The airframe transfer ftimntinn is found hy fIrst cstcuJot4/ th•

numerator of from (2-7) and substituting in the appropriate constants

from Table II, depending on the flight condition of interest. This

calculation yields

Cruise 1:

rInum = -. 524 s(s + .68)(s - .09 't J.35) (2-12)

Cruise 2:

"jrInum = -. 838 s(s + .875)(s - .0716 * J.387) (2-13)

Power Approach:

i = -. 335 s(s + 1.13)(s - .044 + J.396) (2-14)
(rnum

16

-. . -.• . , j , -,, -. . '- , -
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a=1-17 Pr- =mIzte --d-rzze-. ira -ez fkmctIo-= fcrk each of the three.

n-laý:t 31,-•---z .=e by romi-n,.mg (2-12) -znd (-9) , (2-13) and
(-Z-.. • (2-IA) e (2-fl) -fr Czse _. Crf,•e 2, sad Poer Approach.

d-M), (=:a5), 02-..), zmd (2-I,,

C-r--se 1:

S524 s(s + (s ..- JO-i.35)- (2-15)
o5r s(s +- .(935.(s-- .62-(s' + .O s + ."3)

Cri!se -2:

-, -. 8s"., s +-.87.5.Ls - .071, - J.387) (2-16)
ar s(s -- .O!4X)<s + .88N)(s? - .009s + 1.05)

Pa~er Approach:

v_ -. 335 s(s +1.13)(s - .044 * j.396) (2-17)
tr 'r- . - . ý -•- .

Root i.0025 Analysis

To get an overall idea as to the effectiveness of the standard.

series yawj damper, a root locus was plotted for each of the three

flight conditions. The procedure is illustrated for only Cruise I.

Root locus plots for Cruise 2 and Power Approach are determined by

simply changing the tyansfer function of the hirframe. All other blocks

remain the same.

Equation (2-15), the transfer function which represents the yaw

rate to rudder input for the airframe in Cruise 1, is substituted into

the block diagram of Fig.5. The open-loop transfer function for the yaw

damper system for Cruise 1 is then determined as given in equation

(2-18).
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K s(s+.69)(s-.A9-+4.35) . - '
CH (s+.009) (s+.435) (s+.62) (s+1.54) (s+30.3) (s+5O) (s+150) (s+.009±j ,89) (s+82.3±j85.9).

(2-18) (I"

where K = -132 x 108 kF

K= flap switch gain S
F:

The root locus plot of the basic yaw damper system for Cruise 1 is

shown in Fig. 6. The root locus plots of the same system but for Cruise

2 and Power Approach are shown in Fig. 7 and 8. It should be noted that,

for simplicity, only those branches of the root locus that contain the

most dominant closed-loop roots are plotted. However, all of the poles

and zeros were used to coripute the root locus. For an illustration, the

output of the root locus program, which was used to plot the root locus

in Fig. 6, is given as Appendix E. C

To better organiz=te -. aly'ir, and ...a. a-,a.f ar. • cc,= . - ,t'

was decided to concentrate tae efforts on just one o'7 the flight condi-

tions. Once a satisfactory system was designed, adjustments could then

be made as necessary for the other two flight conditions. Since a large

part of the overall performance envelope is covered by the cruise

conditions, it was felt the system design should be based on one of

these conditions. Root locus analysis of the basic system for Cruise 1

and 2 (Figs. 6 and 7) showed that the aircraft performance with the

damper ON was likely to be less desireable in Cruise 1 than Cruise 2.

Therefore, it was then decided to develop a SAS that would sufficently

improve the performance in Cruise 1. Cruise 2 should then follow with

at least as good a performance.

(1) For clarity, second order terms are written in factored form, I
s + J,,,r,-, rather than as + 2 Wns + w2.

21
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of2 of -Z- a =U C!=&&

the t=2Sda tm •E cruase W • -s 2= 1-ý is

:Es we"Il deftin-d Zs- Bee ý- %L f 1=S =a 107=ea, it WMfm t-==,

.fnecessaX7, 26fft1C-Zal - =- SP4. gadin =Vld be

Zaded at the timi te Pcer gapraac~m =CO.- -'M =tere&

Naturally, o~e would f i= 4- try to !=p=7_- t4--e sys tem

by a diaple gain adjustment. Mron 'Fig. 6, the root 1cecrs of rte bzsic

2iifrane and da;ýer, it is seem that se!m the 3ao gain Is set at the

norr-1 v alu, i.e.., K• = .322, the systen becoms pry oa of

fourth order (two cairplex pairs of roots). TM-aj diatey, thIs Poses a

major problem with, systen 2adaysiEs since the thedry that has be•n d-vL-
loped for this kind of work applies :asically to systers dhich emhiblt

oscillatory 6daraeteristics- that are predo•-inantly second order.

Therefore, the analysis becomes one of a series of rather -;udicious

asumptions.

Assume for now that the complex roots, located along the branches

which go from the poles at (s + .009 1 j.89) to zeros at (s -. 09 -

J.354), are dominant. Then, at the normal gain -setting -(K. = .322) it

is seen from the root locus plot (Fig. 6) that the performance could be

Improved if the gain was decreased to the value that positioned the

closed loop roots at the largest negative real value possible. As dis-

cussed earl er, the main criterion for the root locus analysis is to

achieve the required 4w which is, in fact, the negative real part, a,

of a complex pair of roots. For this case, the maximum 4w is obtained

if KF is set at .219.

However, it is immediately seen that even though it is the maximum

• = .29, it does not satisfy the criterion of 4o > .35. Remember
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Y±~7efez :xcy ?izb t gaif thee =1 Iri

zoot at~, 4 -r ~-~

.09 -z j.89) to th.e zezo- at (s - .e9 J.35). Si.ce o simple or

S- .... ~ os of---

ficant =-.roT'ere, it as decidied- that thle Are ze w-- d hC e to be

si. roved by aLf § ting tae yaez rate fzee~ack vnth m agditioa- feed-

back quantity. As is -n, the b rh-tch roll is g aracterized as a can-

bined motion of yaw, .a, sideslip, -, and roll, 3. Since iin the original

yaw• damper, t is suppressed by sensing and feeding back ý, as a r-udder

control, it was decided to augment the system by sensing and faieeding

back 8 to the rudder. (2i However, to do this requires that a complete

sideslip sensor he installed on the aircraft. In the interests of

simplicity, the idea of a sideslip sensor was abandoned in favor of a

simpler method - that of sensing lateral acceleration, a,- which re-

quires only an accelerometer at the aircraft c.g. Referring to Fig. 2,

(2) Augmenting ý feedback with ; feedback was also tried, but proved
unsuccessful as discussed in Appendix C.
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S= se t= z =- 27 V.=. Zhem, in effect, seassing 2y3

Zs S '5 uhi& is cu.re desireable to irninize 8

!. is i3o_-rca! to .oim•.• cut at •his rize, that feeding back

si-als to ta a:'_e-an v cos-iderer-ed d fotnd not to be practical.

2-=3 s=-* a SAS to a C-1353 would require quite an extensive hard-

warae 21cdifiction.

Sof Ac•eleration- .Feedback Systen

eefare .roce-eding with a root locus analysis of the yaw damper

augmeated- writh -cceleration feeAdack (hereafter referred to as simply

the SAS), the transfer function. for lateral acceleration, ay, must be

inco•rorated into the block diagram of Fig. 3.

he re_-a,_,red transfer function for lateral acceleration to rudder

deflection is given as Eq (2-29).

6r t = Y + Y + Y + Y + zxý (2-19)
6r U0r r6r OPr 6

where ay - total lateral acceleration

I - distance of the c.g. to the point of measurement
(forward is positive)

A detailed development of Eq (2-19) is presented in Appendix A.

Substituting the appropriate transfer functions and constants from

Appendix D and Table II for Cruise 1 with kx = 0, Eq (2-19) becomes

ayc& = 16.58 (s + .193)(s + .967)(s - .068)(s - .61) (2-20)

6r -(s + .00935)(s + .62)(s + .00945 ± J.89)

The block diagram of the system with acceleration feedback is

shown in Fig. 9. In the actual system, the two feedbacks, •, and ay,
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would be blended first and their sum fed back. However, to simplify

the analysis, the acceleration feedback loop is treated as a complete

outer loop. It can be shown that the two systems are in fact equal.

To facilitate a root locus analysis, it is necessary to reduce the

block diagram of Fig. 9 to one with a single input and single output.

This requires a transfer function for -Y. Since the yaw rate and

lateral acceleration transfer functions have the same denominator, the

ratio aY is simply the ratio of the numerators. Thus

ay -31.9 (s + .343)(s + .945)(s - .076)(s - .62) (2-21)
(s + .6884)(s - .0923 ± j.354)

Using (2-21) and combining the blocks of the inner loop, the system can

be redrawn as shown in Fig. 10.

To find the closed-loop transfer function, 2, of the inner loop,
C

the numerator is determined by forming the product of the numerator of

the forward loop and the denominator of the feedback loop (denoted by

NID2 ). The denominator of k is determined by finding all the closed-
e

loop roots of the inner loop on the root locus at a static-loop sensi-

tivity, KSLS = -2900 x 106. After cancelling the open-loop roots of the

rate gyro, the transfer function, ., becomes
C

_-12.9X10 4(+.435) (s+.6884) (s+1.54) (s-.0923 ±J.354)c " (s+.009) (s+. 0tj.768)(s+.74)(s+30O_.5 -s+49.9 (s+150)(s+.3+-J.7) (2-22)

Substituting (2-22) for the inner loop of Fig. 10, the system can be

redrawn as shown in Fig. 11.

The open loop transfer function of the outer loop, G11OL, can now

be obtained from the block diagram of Fig. 11. The result is given as

Eq (2-23).
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4.12x!0 6 KA(s+. 4 3 5 )(s+1. 54 )(s+. 3 4 3 ) (s+.945) (s-.076) (s-.62)
~GROL " (C+.009) (i÷. 74) (s+30.5) (s+49.9) (s+150) (s+.3±j .7) (s+.605±J.768) (s+82.3±j85.9)

(2-23)

Note, that in writing (2-23), the factors of (s + .688) and (s - .092

J.354) were cancelled.

The addition of acceleration feedback creates a non-minimum phase

angle transfer function which means that, for best results, the sign

of the feedback must be reversed. To properly analyze this system

requires a zero angle root locus rather than the conventional 180

degree root locus. Using Eq (2-23), the root locus for the outer loop

can now be drawn as shown in Fig. 12.

The final question that now remains is where to select the location

of the closed loop roots to achieve the desired oscillatory character-

istics, namely c > .19. w. > .65, and Cw, > .35. As illustrated in

Fig. 12, the system Is not predominantly second order but one of at

least fourth order (two sets of complex roots) or even higher depending

on how close the real roots are to their respective zeros. The analy-

sis is further complicated by the fact that the specified quantities of

C and w. really have meaning only with regard to a simple second order

system. However, one advantage to the SAS is immediately evident. The

location of both sets of closed loop roots can now be selected such

that each pair has a cn > .35 for a given value of KSLS. Before w:lth

just yaw rate feedback, the • of the troublesome root could never

have a value greater than .29.

Since this system is not predominantly second order, the analysis

was done by selecting a root location such that the average W of both

pairs of dominant roots were the largest possible. Proof that such a
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transferring 9tq- Cruise 2, the perf6rmance would improve slightly or at

least woud not deteriorate. With all ains 'held constant, E (2-16)

and 2 6 r frbf Table XV are substituted into the bloik diagram in Fig.

10.ý This now represents the complete SAS for Cruise 2. The open loop

transfer functido can: now be found and' the root locus plotted. The

resulting root locus iý-shown in Fig, 13.

Frpm Fig. 13, it can be seen that Cruise 21 differs from that of

Cruise 1 primarily in that the closed loop root on the upper branch

ncw has an w. =-1.55 as compared to an w = 1.1 for Cruise 1. However,

Sfor the same root has decreased from .40 to .30. The other pair of

rcots is unchanged. It can therefore be assumed that the net oscilla-

tory response of the system in Cruise 2 will have a higher frequency

but less damping with ý remaining approximately constant4 Later

analog verification shows the oscillatory response to indeed have a

higher ua, but with the r remaining approximately constant so that 4co

is actually Im.rcved. With such results, a gain adjustment when tran-

sitioning from Cruise 1 to Cruise 2 was not necessary.

Acceleraticn Feedback System for Power ApDroach. From the root

locus of the basic yaw damper system for Power Approach (F.13. 8), it

can be seen that the one pair of closed loop roots (inner-loop closed

loop roots) is now very close to the imaginary axis. From this, it can

be expected that the da=ping of the oscillatory response will be very

low. The -axi- .1 that can be obtained from this pair of roots is

.14'2s opposed to -29 for Cruise 1 and .33 for Cruise 2. Further =naly-

sis so-xws that uten using the sae gains as used for Cruise I and 2,

&-e 4 of this rvot is only .12. The best rw,, i.e., a .14, is

&5•tai=eA if K- is adj:;5te frem .219 to .322. !a the actual system
£
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this can be done quite easily by changing resistors in the flap switch

which was originally setup to switch KF from .322 to .500 when entering

the power, approach mode.

With the inner loop now adjusted, a block diagram of the complete

system with acceleration feedback can be obtained by substituting (2-17)

and a for Power Approach from Table XV into the block diagram of6 r

Fig. 10. Again, the open loop transfer function is determined and the

root locus plotted ,as shown in Fig. 14.

Note that the value of KA = 110, as used in Cruise 1 and 2, results

ha the system having both pairs of second order roots at rather low w. "

Even though the ý for each pair is relatively high, experience from

analyzing the cruise conditions has shown that the wn of the upper pair

of roots has a great influence on the net oscillatory response of the

system. It would therefore be expected that the lower w_ obtained when

KA = 110 would result in a sluggish response in Power Approach. This

was quite evident from the first analog computer runs for Power

Approach.

In order to correct the undesirable response, the accelerometer

constant, KA, was merely increased to the point where the Cw of each

pair of roots reached the same value as for Cruise 1. and 2.

This cilterion was used here primarily becauze these particular

values of •w produced the most desirable response in the cruise con-

ditions and it therefore seems logical to assume that the same would be

true for Power Approach. The values of ýw that are desired are .48

for the upper roots and .40 for the lower roots. Following this proce-

dure, KA was set at 538. Referring to the root locus (Fig. 14) it can

be seen that, at this setting of gain, the w. of the upper root is now
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2.1 .fadian per second while-the ;w of each root, is the same as for

Cruise 1 and 2. 'It can therefore be concluded, gs is quite evident

from the analog time histories, that the net frequency of the oascilla-

-tOY response for Power Approach has been greatly increased.

Final S ytem Adiustments

Final gain adjustments were made based on subsequent results from

the analog simulation. It was determined that the optimum response for

Cruise 1 is obtained for a KA = 125 instead of the previously computed

value of 110. The adjustment in KA also improved' the response for

Cruise 2.

Similarly, final adjustments of KA were made for Power Approach.

It was determined that the optimum response is obtained for KA = 440

as compared to the previously computed value of 538.

As evident from the design, in order to maintain satisfactory per-

formance when transitioning from a cruise condition to Power Approach,

an accelerometer ga.,.n change from KA = 125 to 440 is required. Since

a "variable gain" accelerometer is not practical, the same objective

can be accomplished by using an accelerometer with KA = 440 and simply

attenuating its output when in cruise, such that the net effect would

be a KA 125. This can most easily be done by adding a secondary

"flap switch" located in the outer loop feedback loop. This second

switch, designated K. and equal to 125 = .284, can work in conjunction"- - a 440

with the primary flap switch, KF. During cruise, K, is set at .219

while K. 13 set at .284. When exte.nding the flaps for Power Approach,

KF will be switched to .322 and KS to 1.0. A block diagram of the final

system is shouv in Fig. 15.
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III. Requirements

The SAS was designed, primarily, to improve the Dutch roll damping

(4) and frequency (Cw) to acceptable values. However, damping and

frequency are not the only criteria that have to be investigated to

determine good flying qualities. Therefore other requirements, in

addition to ; and w. have to be considered. Performance requirements

for the SAS plus airplane flying qualities were chosen from MIL-F-8785A,

considered the latest in flying qualities criteria, and are listed in

Table III.

Techniques of Measurements

The parameters required to c'•eck the first requirement are

frequency (we) and damping (-) as well as their combination (ýw).

Since the simulated system contains two sets of complex roots, the

techniques used to measure i and wrn vary slightly from the techniques

used for a simple,second-order system.

Damping and Frequency. Figures 16 and 17 illustrate the method

used to obtain ? and w.. First, determine the transient peak ratio

(TPR) from

TPR = AX2 _ AX3  (3-1)
AX1  AX2

Use this TPR value to read 1 from Fig. 17 (Ref 9). The damped period

(T) is the time between two successive peaks or between every other

crossing of the steady state value. With both the damped period and

the da=ping ratio known, the undarped natural frequency can be deter-
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Table III

Requirements

RIq No MIL-F-8785A Para Requirement

1 3.3.1.1 Dutch -roll damping > .19

Dutch toll frequency _> .60

Damping x frequency _> .35

-Note: The governing • requirement

is that yielding the largest value

2 3.3.1.2 Roll mode time constant < 1.4 sec

3 3.3.1.3 Spiral stability - time to double

bank angle > 20 sec

4 3.3.2.2 Roll rate (-large inputs) - first

minimum > 25 per cent of first peak

5 3.3.2.2.1 Roll rate (small inputs) -. Posc/Pav

must be within limits of Fig. 25

6 3.3.2.4 Sideslip (-large inputs) - 8 < 10K

7 3.3.2.4.1 Sideslip (small inputs) - A~max

must be within limits of Fig. 27
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mined by Eq (3-2).

WTI,= 2?(!T (3-2)

A five degree rudder doublet input was used to insure that the

steady state value Of sideslip would equal zero since this method of

measuring. and wn requires the steady state value be known. An

impulse input could be used but has the disadvantage that the output

trace has to be observed until the oscillations die out to get the

steady state value. Because of the symmetry of a doublet input, the

output trace does not have to be observed until the oscillations die

out since the steady state value is known to be zero. The sideslip

trace was chosen for the measurement, but other traces such as roll

rate (;) or bank angle (61 could be used to obtain the same results.

In order to accurately measure the damping and frequency of the

free oscillations, peaks or valleys occurring before the rudder input

was completed (2 sec) were discounted. The first peak or valley

occurring after two seconds is designated number one and the peaks and

valleys are numbered sequentially from that point. As the rudder input

would also disturb the frequency of the free oscillations, initial

time (to) used to measure the.damped period was chosen to coincide with

the peak or valley designated number one.

For a simple second order system, the transient peak ratio, and

therefore the damping ratio, would have the same value regardless of

which two successive peaks were measured. For two sets of complex

roots, the TPR varies with respect to which peaks are measured. This

alone, as can be seen from Eq (3-2), would result in the frequency
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varying with respect to where measured. Also the daed peio itself

is dependent ;on w hich peaks are measured.

Since damping and frequency varies with point of measurezent, gaze

consistent reference must be used to provide results suitable for cm-

parison., It was decided to use the least favorable values in each Xr

for this reference. A satisfactory SAS design should i=prove these

least favorable values to acceptable values.

Roll Mode time Constant. Figure 18 illustrates the method used t.o

determine roll mode time constant. One time constant is defined as the

time it takes the output to decay to 36.2 per cent of its origin!al

magnitude. The time when, the output starts to decay fro K i desig-

nated To and the time when the output reaches 36.2 per cent of K is

designated T1 . The actual value of K is irrelevant. !he roll •-;de

time constant is determined•from-_Eq (3-3).

Tr TI -To (3-3)

Spiral Stability. To measure this parameter, the simla-tion is

rolled to a bank angle of twenty degrees a-n then the controis are

released. The time it takes the b ang• agle to double (reach 40 degrees)

is measured.

Rol -Rate Oscillations Qorp Inputs). Step aileron inputs, of

varying magnitudes, are held fixed until the bank angle charges nizety

degrees. Then1 the roll rare (4) at the first n•ii is meesured as

a percentage of the first maxi•a.
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Roll Rate Requirement (Small inputs. Three parameters, (1)

Posc/Pav, (2) yo, and (3) ýP/s must be measured for this requirement.

Posc/Pav is a measure of the ratio of the oscillatory component of roll

rate to the average component of roll rate following a rudder-pedals-

free step aileron input. Eq (3-4) and Fig. 19 show how Posc/Pav is

measured (Ref 9).

Posc/Pav = Pl -if g > 0.2
P1 + P2

Posc/pay = P1 + P3 - 2P2 if ý < 0.2 (3-4,%
P1 + P3 + 2P 2

The parameter ýO is the phase angle of the Dutch roll component

of sideslip. Eq (3-5) and Fig. 20 illustrate how to determine •p"

[- tn + (n - l)360]degrees (3-5)TD

where TD - period of Dutch roll

tn = time to the nth peak of sideslip trace

Several oscilla.tions are needed to measure this parame-er. It is

necessary that the peak measured is not disturbed by the roll mode.

Therefore peaks considered are ones that occur after one or two roll

mode time constants.

Ramping of the sideslip trace is another effect which degrades

accuracy if not taken into consideration. Ramping results in a

movement of the portion of the peaks on the sideslip trace with respect
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Figure 19/ Determining Posc/Pav

r amping line oca

Figure 20. Determining •
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l to Dutch rol. c-.mponent peaks.

Dutch roli cow...ent peaks are designated by drawing a U.ne

t'hroigh the Limping portioL of the trace (see Fig. 20) and these peaks

are located wIho.- the vertical distance between the ramping line and the

cideslip trace is largea".

The parameter )P,'; is the phat-, - - - -.. .d

sideslip in the free Dutch roll oscili . Eq (3-6) and Fig. 21

show how to measure this parameter.

t/U= [- --36'j'egrees (3-6)
'TD

As before, the peaks chosen should be one or two roll mode time con-

stants after the input to assure measurements of free Dutch roll

The value of Posc/Pav following a step aileron input must be

within the limits of Fig. 22. This requirement exists up to an input

of magniitude that causes a sixty degree bank angle cbange within 1. 7TD

seconds.

Sideslip Excursions (,arge Inputs). The amount of sideslip

following a step aileron input must be less ,han 10K. The parameter

K is the ratio of actual roll performance as measured from the roll

trace to the required roll performance as specified in MIL-F-8785A.

For this c-se, the required roll pcrformance is thirty degrees in two

ieconds. Terefore, K equals the ban& angle measurement at two seconds

divided by thirty degrees. The sideslip is measured at the point where

the bank angle has changed by ninety degrees. Essentially, K is a

scale factor allowing corresponding larger amounts of sideslip for
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'4x# (dug) when 1 leads )sby 2250 through 360f to 45ý'

Figure 22. Limit for Posc/Pav
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Side-: _ Regc-rement (3mall nput_). The parameter Umax is found

"=- _su .,g the maximum change in sideslip occurring within two

6CUOnds or (l/2)TD, whi.ýhever is grea ar, after a s..ep aileron •nput.

T-hl raiameter varies with respect to the magnitude of input.

.7e shape ot the sideslip trace determines which two-second period

of ti- -Is to be used tay. ýhe measurement oi , Figure 23 shows

this uac-s.cond period of time varying i:i th respect :,P the shape of the

si '-lip trace. The limit for Amax is shown ih Fig. 24.
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IV. A ,esu._ s Ana Discussions

The iinal step -as t.; d-irmop5ciate, through analog computer simula-

tion, that the st.ab-!1ty augmentation system (SAS) does indeed improve

the lateral-dirsc.*.onal flying qualities. The analog results were also

used to specify the actual value of KA to be used.

Previously, root locus analysis indicated an operating region, but

since the system contains twc sets of complex roots the analysis could

not determine the best value for this parameter. The interaction of

the two sets of complex roots is evident on the analog outputs and the

optimum value (KA) was chosen from these outputs. This proced-&re was

followed in Cruise I and Power Approach. The Cruise 1 value wcs used

in Cruise 2 with satisfactory results. The three flight conditions are

!L!•ted in TT , Tnble !.

Equations of Motion

The equations of motion used for the analog simulation are given

in Chapter II (Eqs 2-1, -2, and -3). Table II shows the different

stability derivatives for the three flight conditions. ASL's TR-69-97

(Ref 6) explains how these values were determined.

The analog wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 25. This wiring

diagram represents the circuitry of the stability augmentation sy.•cem

(SAS) which includes the MC-135 with both feedback loops (yaw rate and

Y-acceleration) connected. Throughout this chapter, the term "yaw

damper" will denote the MC-135 with yaw rate feedback. A one degree

step aileron input was applied to #he MC-135 simulation to compare with

the output from Griffin's digital program (Ref 7). The analog solution
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4 COG=?P:aed favOra1,J-Y to the 44igirel results, c ~i=An& that dhe =alog

ri-mlation W.-s Working Properly.

* C=Utioel

Ue-1 VS-Ing F, zal m. as ti~pax~etezs oit prisary imzportawxce,

the ora== ;2'al-e of %~ w--, determ=Lne,& -nvr 26 VU strates hw the

valv~ea of -1 n dEzzge wvIth varyIng X.. vae 3; va&tqs iiwatigated.

1;~e 60, 95, M2, Lm4 155. Both 0-- 1; m i ncrea--e sK A is In-'

Uaeef-m 3., ~rese wth a.M- larger C't would result

rr3tL-,rr t. valies. Aome-mr 1 t~hese, larger v~gjues a-so -ývvml ia- a

~ hi r'de-tg Is the incre-az'- 'kze fr~~si

trace vý reax,* steady state-. Thre time to reach stze*.dy state iiý L~g

at the lc-r vave o be ae of !iae l o apin a=-d zfrequve-y ts

the 3 .'lv isz re rasd t3.tn to steady state,- decreases, Vni4-e

a ncreaýes A-,% IAs rvta nreethe rtta to ste,ýZy state

starts to imc-se eag ý- is a rf-Sult of tdhe -Sriple C~mt appe-ars at

these bllg;er -~vztes of &I. ¶lihs zn'p-e is notick-aBle I-S the K 5

cupua. trzze. A b.-:& Crpt d esirab.le but a long ti-Te t-v stmie4y eate

is- =at. Therefore, a m rom'rfzise betweeza &.e valime that- haks vb; shc.-.t-

est ti=D-: to steady state (K.A 951 an,,d =he vqalve that has th.a largest~

is (t= 155) -was used to pick -.Le optIuc--z valve of lr5%.

Fron the rudifer trace, it epx be semi how lax-ger KA v4 'Lcw result

in zo--e rn~dder vovez~ent. It is ý', s rvd~er noverýent that da- tp the-

"ýSeillatioms in tb~t zil!eslip rnace.

The infor--ation taks frcynt Fig. 26 is li~ted in Table 1...?r

thL- ta:ble, the ziprordsie -eL.eea time -) steaLiy state and )---rge rj

__-,par-.evt. Thic YA.~~ cho~seni (125) hzs a Jc-wer pa.. than a 'valume
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of 155. However, a KA of 125 only takes 13.0 seconds to reach steady

state as compared to the 15.5 seconds that a KA of 155 takes to reach

steady state.

Table IV

KA Versus w .,, 4-1 and Time to Steady State - Cruise 1

KA 4 n Time tc S.S. (see)

60 .425 .912 .387 16.25

95 .500 1.021 .510 12.50

125 .540 1.100 .595 13.00

155 .580 1.360 .787 15.50

A rudder doublet input, to measure C and w., is shown in Fig. 27.

From the 8 and p traces of the MC-135, it is apparent that t is far too

small as the oscillations appear nearly constant. The frequency does

meet the requirements; however w, as well as ,, is below specifica-

tions. The output from the yaw damper shows a 3ubstantial increase in

ý but wn is decreased. Both i and wn are abovi! minimum requirements,

however their product (w n) is below the accep 3d minimum.

The rudder traces show both the yaw damp,, r and the SAS cause

rudder movement in the attempt to damp out Aie oscillations. The

rudder movement with SAS on is fifty per cent larger than with just the

yaw damper, but the frequency of this rudder movement looks approxi-

mately the same for either yaw damper or SAS.

-Te A.,S ds .. not .rovide any significant increase in ý, but it

does increase wn such that Cwn is now acceptable. The parameters

measured from Fig. 27 are shown in Table V.
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Table V

(6,,, and (aVersus MC-135, YD, SAS - Cruise 1

Configuration 4

MC-135 .02 .898 .0179

YD .34 .810 .2764

SAUS .35 1.190 .4165

With C, w1.I, and 4 satisfactory, the following figures were imed

to investigate the other requirements:

Figure Reauireents

28 roll mode time constant (2)

29 spiral stability (3)

30 and 31 large aileron Inputs (4 and 6)

32, 33 and 34 small aileron inputs (5 and 7)

Figure 28 compares the roll mode time constant. An aileron step

of some small duration (1 or 2 sec) was used as the input. The length

and magnitude of this input is insignificant since it is only used to

get the roll rate to some initial value from which it starts to decay

when the input is discontinued. The amount of undershoot becomes

increasingly smaller from MC-135 to yat damper to SAS. Howe;er, the

roll mode time constant does not vary enough to measure any change from

the analog output. The measured value is 1.1 seconds which meets "'e

requirement of less than 1.4 seconds.

Figure 29 shows the test for spiral stability. in all three

configurations, the bank angle converges back to zero rather than

diverging. Therefore, the requirement for spiral stability is

satisfied.
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Figures 30 and 31 are used to check the requirements concerning

large aileron inputs. A twenty degree step aileron is shown in Fig. 30

while a fifteen degree aileron is shown in Fig. 31. The specifications

for large aileron inputs require a bank angle change of ninety degrees.

To keep tte small angle approximation equations valid, the aircraft is

first banked to minus forty-five degrees. When the output traces have

stabilized at this condition, the aileron step is applied and the bank

angle changes from minus forty-five to plus forty-five degrees. At

this point, the input is taken out. From Fig. 30 (SAS), it is seen

that the aileron is removed before a distinct minimum occurs in the *
trace. However, the small angle approximation equations dictate the

removal of the input and therefore the value of $ at this point is

designated as the minimum. It can also be seen from this figure that

the rudder is required to move only about one degree.
/

Figure 31 shows that for this slightly smaller value of aileron

step, the $ trace with the SAS on has time to reach a minimum before

the input is removed. The bank angle at two seconds after the input is

fifteen and thirteen degrees for the step aileron inputs of twenty and

fifteen degrees, respectively. This provides a K of .5 for the twenty

degree input and a K of .434 for the fifteen degree input. The side-

slip measured at the point when the bank angle has changed ninety

degrees is within the specifications of Requirement 6 for these two

values of K.

Table VI tabulates the measurements taken from Figs. 30 and 31.
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71-0. 32, St is aU- apk-= r~a more ma7==t :6- xequizrd of the

- - be me.--emams kare RV . 32, 33, and ?A ame Listed in

MZB1e VII

S~?il A1~T--,--- - Cr-lzse- A

M, A35 .M - 92 4.0 .- 3 1.05 = 7.931.

I
-i35 M~ -23M i2 3.5 .167 -1-20 = 7.4'

SA .. " 5-25 it 4.0 .2.39 .60 = 6.0

im-i35 .093 -23-1 92 2.5 M06 .653= 5.0

j 2 ..2s -257 92~ 2.0 ..067 .?A 5.

S-IS -~S65 if 2.0 X67 .20) 3.01

-- -t -Iz mece si'z 54ce para--te=rS M-e req5Le--tZs

enr-,se 2. r-, crtzis- A. vain of 3ý Ls tsed fc-r Cruise 2 amd this

walze zep ~ d iAc -~ Si ~erefore. , = 125 is u~sed to

!i-wstizate "e ct!ýer reirzrt nC. l--' 2.

Figm 3 ccp.-es , s-, d Tý. rcn this Afigre, 4 t is seen

ha~t C-,m;.ase 2 is tstale for &-F- MC-U35 as lahe ecsi11laticn-s diverge.

~eyaw dz=:er izpo-e the ;to zn zece,.pube val-ce ZS ze3.1 as

1:is is a =tiez.ble i=:rvr-'ezvet over Cruise 1 ulhere the yr, dzaper

*ic~es =~t pr,,---iee satsfzr~tvry r.¾. With th.e SASS cn, the r, actually
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&:creases brat the ni-.c~reas-es by a greaterzxa= the-zaforeCa

illcreases.

Table VIIII eh~m th.az both t~he yw &-zm- zmd the ISIS meet &-m

requirenaCnts on r' U. zAcl

Table 'T-sUI

and dA,= c erscs M-135, 7%, SAS - Crcdse- 2

I .ourtio
M-135 -0-11 1-04 Xis8
Im -• 4-w .94 .4213

S-as .3_,0 i.68 .610•

The foilowing figures are used to ceck the otter -- mg-If .

36 --On =od-- timea ccns- - (2)

37 soiral stz.iaS (3)

38 -- d 39 large •-:Lr_ i r; (4 a 6)

40, 41, "- 42 s- =ll ailercn 11(5 7)

Figure 36 MLlstrates tha2t the -1o11 =-I-' tfm ecsan es omt

change -hen goimg to the different ccfirt-i,- . he - -a o d- te

constant is neasured as 1.1 seconds wich is sazisfactr~y.

Since the spirall =Ze is convergent, the spiral staB•iity req.:re-

ment is satisfied and Fig. 37 dezonstrates this.

Figures 38 and 39 are twenty and fifteen degree aileron step

inputs, respectively. As in Cruise 1, the problem arises 1z deter-

mining the mini-i-= of the roll rate trace for the twenty degree aileron

input. The value of ý uten the input is discontinued is designated the

rini=.1 value. These .aiue, of bank angle (fifteen and twel-e degrees)
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Trhe ==O= Me !r a= _=___ st5S-

M~ew--, 19s r, :! ==

&.ae y= 6Ier %!~ s=plzlyz= z53

'I

Big$. 33 =3E -- 2M2I
Xazbie MK

a(dee)- CCj±fz=a! P2 Z3V. Oc '(de4 z:: 500 =1- e
, .-1 35 65.7 25.0 . 8 ?.75 = • - K

20 6,95 23.0 .667 2.75- = 4.13-

SAS 81.5 17-0 .564 15= 3.2CM

15 TD 60.7 12.0 .*400r 2.00i 5.=.

MSA 82.0 :2.0 .-. 0 4.50 = 3-74.

Step ail ron Inputs of six, four- and two degrees are shcra in

Figs. 40 - 41, aid 42, respectively. There is a significant di ffereace

betweeL small iieron inputs of Cruise I and of Cruise 2 with SAS on

configuratiop. .1osc/Pa is of sufficient magnitude that i and )P/8"Ocav

must be measur, to determine if Posc/Pav is within specifications.

The oscillationw in the sideslip trace are more discernible in Cruise

2 than in CritsR I and therefore -% and WO/8 are measurable. These

oscillations aze ,irtually non-existent in Cruise 1 with SAS on. How-

ever, ý, and ,P/$ are not required due to the smaller Posc/Pav in

Cruise 1.
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Or-V-A TZI.x --S- f--• M-3 Ma _.m.• Tbe M==M=

IE:-M-3 .1.55 -276 WS0 5.0 .167 .925 = 5.55K

6 YD .231 -330 168 5.0 .!67 -M = 5.10Ks

SAS .120 -304 1M2 5.0 .167 .350 = 2 102

EC-135 .170 -288 1"0 3.0 .100 .500 = 5. 00-

4 YD .256 -324 180 3.0 .16? .650 = 6.501

SA- .11 -2502 108 4.0 .134 .400 = 3.00

HC-1335 .172 -276 120 2.0 .067 .288 = 4.291

2 YD .259 -336 180 1.5 .050 .267 = 5.35q

SAS .116 -264 120 1.6 .060 .180 = 3.00O

PonTer Approach. Figure 43 illustrates how the optimum value of KA

is determined. By looking at the sideslip trace for a KA of 125, it

becomes drvious that this value of KA is inadequate for 1k •er Approach.

While both i and w. are above minimum for this value, the •wn value is

below minimum. Also, the time to steady state is a long twenty-two

seconds. The other four KA values shown all provide acceptable C, w ,

and ;.w with the time to steady state varying. The value 440 provides
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Mnz r'ýz TmW~z~s MZ-1z', = SISS - -Mý

-2M2 - _35 -3:1

IS 435 -~ a37

__ -. & By~c~ of :% a ilc-!:z f

47 za~ 43 0zg 2=6E !6)r (

__ ] -1- =iea -. 9 is MezSse- Ito be ... 5 se=CdS f'ý=

R~z. 45- i is sin'ller x!ýe 1.1 s-eC=!s tke- c~uis- r-'d-i~

5z~eats ~~ oll2Zge a ~ secc-s ztr-- u.Be i--= 1pl e

.,-- in -U!L. :h -n ztd-ee or the

i7-te sspira stzblif ty Is measured f ran Fig. 46. The Power A.-proach

spiral =ree is diteerge-ir as opposed to the cnivergent. spiral node for

the cruise ccorditions. Hetw-ever, the Itirze it tae for the ban angle

to doizble is airost forty seconds, well beyond the tzienty second

requirzeaet.

Figures 47 and 48 show the large aileron inputs of twenty and

fifteen degrees, respectively. Due to the s--all roll node timne con-

stant, the roll angle changes so fast that the input has to be rem~oved
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before a Ti in the =111 xzt trzze e=c- fo, taz t4-aeý= es "a

as the tw••ty degree- InUt: M rail eZ-gl.e afer t= e Us

twenty-two degrees as compared tq tbi,-teen &egzees iCn Cruise i ~zzd

twelve degrees in Cruise 2 'for a fifteen deree zile -. *=Pat.

Ft.urther, an i=rortant difference bet-een Poviar lppn-a- Z=4- t

cruise conditions is the rudder zovrent required. EEv wih the

on, the twenty degree aileron input requires the rud.r to oe m oov

fifteen degrees while the fifteen degree aileron Input requires the

-udder to move eleven degrees. This is considerably beyond the four

degree limit that is presently being used on the C-435B. This point 1s

discussed in more detail under the sectiou entitled "Limiter".

Table XIII lists the measurements taken from Figs. 47 and 48.

Table XIII

Large Aileron Inputs - Power Approach

Sa (deg) Configuration P2 as ZPI *com (deg) K 0 at 90* roll (deg

MC-135 25.0 22.0 .734 16.50 = 22.2K

20 YD 7.3 30.0 1.000 17.00 = 17.OK

SAS 93.5 25.0 .834 6.25 = 7.5K

MC-135 32.5 17.0 .568 12.50 = 22.0K

15 YD 2.9 25.0 .834 13.00 = 15.6K

SAS 96.7 22.0 .735 5.50 = 7.5K

The small aileron inputs of six, four, and two degrees are shown

in Figs. 49, 50, and 51, respectively. The MC-135 has an extremely

poor P osc/P av. Even so, the yaw damper further degrades this parameter

almost to the point of roll rate reversal. The SAS decreases Posc/Pav

to values small enough that and ýP/8 are not necessary to show
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compliance with the requirem=ets. A-- in Cruise 1, this is forr.mate

since the oscillations of the sideslip trac& are vezy difficult to

measure.

Froz the rudder trace, it is seen the six, four, and tw, degree

aileron inputs require rudder" movement of five, three, and one and a

half degrees, respectively.

The measurements taken from these three figures are shown in

Table XIV.

Table XIV

Small Aileron Inputs - Power Approach

6 a(deg) Configuration Pos/Pav ý P/O com(deg) K &Smax at 4TD

MC-135 .862 -158 326 8.0 .267 3.0 = U.2K

6 YD .892 -196 4 7.8 .260 3.0 = 11.5K

SAS 051 9 l 9.5 .316 ,9 = 2.9K

MC-135 .895 -138 307 5.0 .167 1.0 = 6.0K

4 YD .948 -216 23 5.0 .167 1.0 = 6.0K

SAS .053 # # 7.0 .234 .6 - 2.8K

MC-135 .878 -158 326 3.0 .100 1.0 = 10.0K

2 YD .957 -216 23 3.0 .100 1.0 = 10.0K

SAS .053 # # 4.0 .134 .3 = 2.2K

measurement not necessary since parameters meet requirements
regardless of value
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Sof =1=m a CZ= be Sen E= TS2•ei•- -, 71-11, rea

no: that the !=zt.ease h C fltgd iy e=- to r ya w dch per a2ineV4

Increase. im an Is a resrt of rTe zaccalera7It f,7eed~a&. Mi suce~s

of this deSI ng is 2 irect resoiat of this effect.or

l Rol Mglee Time C eusrat. ie to tbeo a=23o scale 1ner ed, it wzs

-9airficrat to setsare any cnsfoe in t-e roll =;de time co= ean. thehe

root locus conuter printout indicates a slaigt shift of vrlue, bst it

is of little significance as the -iae cOdgestt was foretn -ireents

for all coznditions.

Larg-e Aileron Innuts. 'The reauirenetnt for large atilleron inputs

states the Input ruSt be held Lmtil the bank angle changes ninety

degrees. Small angle approximation theory provides erratic results at

large angles because the equations become invalid. Therefore. the

aircraft was set at a minus forty-five degree bank angle and then the

step aileron iaput (for measurement) was applied. This requires the

angle to change from minus forty-five degrees to plus forty-five

degrees as opposed to changing from zero degrees to ninety degrees and

is a standard simulation technique used to avoid large angles.

With an initial minus forty-five degree bank angle, sideslip also

has an initial. value. As the parameters involved are concerning with

relative change of values instead of absolute values, the initial

magnitudes are of nio significance. However, it is important (for

accurate results) that bank angle and sideslip have reached steady

state values before applying the input.

As a point of interest, trim was incorporated in some sample runs

to compare with the runs (without trim) used in this study. The trim
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Ocsis~d of ±~ zlc ya esf _____ z4_3 a! r~ eq=red to bxi--F

t!:z stezey sylz r izs-IZ back to zero 110- Z. zd= forty-a4 we d~egree

bzk2 zgie. 11-e czaer-Iso s!:cned r=Gzlgible Me~e

S=21- Aller-- 7In=s. :-or- s21-1 inpnts, -h akaii hnes at

a =Ob sl-p-i rzte. Since -,;-e zmamt of --1 re•-4-red to measure the

carancters remlas fairly cost••-t, the slower rate =eans that large

hank a-gles 60 =or occur within the rlie of interest. nzerefore, the

initial! bank angle can start at zero.

In both the basic aircraft and yzw d-eer, the value of 0. deter-

mines whether the require=ents are satisfactory or not. In these two

cases, 0, is measurable (see Fig. 42 '1C-135'). However, it Is

virtua-lly impossible to measure 00 for these smail Inputs with the SAS

on as oscillations or, the sideslip trace are not observable (see Fig.

42 'SAS'). But, any value -f i- •ee's the repy,-trenet for the o-erall

system because of the small values of PosC/Pav and A~max. Therefore,

it is not required to measure ý, in this case.

Additional Comments

With the SAS on, it can be seen that the Dutc& roll is almost

completely eliminated for any kind of aileron input. To demonstrate

this, a thirty degree aileron doublet was applied to the system in an

effort to excite the Dutch roll oscillation. The results for each

flight configuration are shown in Figs. 52, 53, and 54.

Since the Dutch roll excitation from an aileron input is virtually

eliminated, even with a very large input, it seems reasonable to assume

that no oscillation and thus no Posc/Pav should be present in any of

the roll rate traces for SAS on when subject to the various aileron
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step inputs. However, it can be seen thhat there is a definite varta-

tion or fluctuation present in these roll rate traces thus constituting

a measuxuSie Posc/Pav. This effect ". caused simply by the resulting

action of the SAS and thus the rudder during the rolling maneuver.

Further, one can see that this action is not created by the addition

of acceleration feedback but rather is a characteristic of the ori•inal

yaw damper itself. In fact, the addition of acceleration feedback

helps to correct the action and thus decrease the Posc/pav Aidl in

either case is within the specified tolerance,

Limiter

Tle SAS design performs Ws designated purpose extremely well by

assuming full rudder authority. Full rudder authority means the

augmentation system can move the rudder to the stops if required.

At present, the MC-135 contains a limiter which prevents the SAS

fror moving the rudder past four degrees. This limiter woui.d rcjci.e

the effectiveness of the SAS whenever a rudder lager that four degreas

is required. There is no effc :t in the two cruise conditions becamui

the SAS does not require the rudder to mo,,)c wce than four degrees.

Power Approach ts affected, but only at the larger inputs.

The liviter prevente "hard-over" in the event the SAS fails at a

roint where it was requiring ><g; amounts of rudder. FOur degrees was

designated as the value no• to syneed if a failure occurred.

In Power Approach, the roll response is quite small as a four

degree rudder input changes roll angle by only eight tenths of a degree

in two seconds. Due to chis sma3l reaponse, a much larger limit can be

used for Power Approach. Because of the large roll response to aileron
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inpats, relatively large aileron would, In a:. probability, not be used

in Power Approach.

For twernty degree aileron (aircraft 1-fii input, the SAS requires

the rudder to move fifteen degrees and sma!ller inputs require corre-

sponding smaller rudder movement. This f iftetx degree limit is deemed

acceptable for Power Approach and allows the. ' to perform as intended.

Therefore, the limiter value is changed frum .- degrees in cruise tN

fifteen degrees in Power Approach.

If stbsequent test flights indicate a %.•Aer kimit is desired for

Power Approacbh a reduced liut could be used wi± slight degradation

of performance and then oni7 a- larger aile-:ot i. Jts.
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4 V. Conclusions and Recommendations

From root locus analysis, it was determined z•iat cascade compensa-

tion techniques were inadequate to produce the required ; and . in

every case tried, the compensated system provided either insignificant

changes in C or actually reduced 1 instead of increasing it. These

systems were verified through analog simulation.

A technique commonly used in cascade compensation is to cancel

system poles and zeros with compensator zeros and poles. In this sys-

tem, however, certain poles can not be cancelled. For instance, to

retain the same filtering characteristics, the rate filter poles must

remain unchanged. Also, exact cancellation of any aircraft poles or

zeros is not possible since the location of these poles and zeros

varies from one flight condition to the next. In this system, the air-

craft poles and zeros that needed to be cancelled were so close to the

imaginary axis and in some cases even unstable, thus undesirable

results could exist if exact cancellation was not realized.

The ; of the basic system was increased to an acceptable value by

using the Boeing series yaw damper. However, the yaw damper caused a

decrease in w. Other parameters such as PoSC/Pav , and Amax were also

degradud when the yaw damper was used.

Since a large roll rate is produced by a yaw or sideslip disturb-

ance, it was felt that a SAS which used ; feedback, in addition to t

feedback, would be very effective in improving the handling qualities

over that of the yaw damper aloae. However, root locus analysis and

subsequent analog simulation indicated that this was not the case. In

every case tried, the , feedback alone produced a better performance
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than did the blended • and s feedback.

Acceleration feedback was then incorporated into the system to

improveý the response. In all cases, w. , Posc/Pav, and Aomax were

improved over that of the basic aircraft. As noted from the analog

runs, when the system was disturbed by a rudder deflection the time

required to damp the resultant Dutch roll was significantly improved.

Moreover, the Dutch roll was almost totally suppressed when the system

was disturbed with the ailerons.

Location of the accelerometer was investigated as discussed in

Appendix B. It was determined that adequate performance could be

obtained with the accelerometer located at the aircraft e.g. In that

position, the accelerometer measures only acceleration in the lateral

or Y direction which is precisely the quantity that needed to be

reduced. An accelerometer located forward or aft of the e.g. measures

the yaw angular (tangential) acceleration in addition to the accelera-

tion at the e.g. This tangential acceleration either adds to or sub-

tracts from the lateral acceleration. Final analysis showed that

Sssentially all that this addition or subtraction changes is the sensi-

tivity required of the accelerometer. Since no apparent advantage was

noted by moving the ac'ýelerometer, it was located at the c.g. in the

final design. If it becomes necessary to locate the accelerometer at

some point other than the c.g., it can be done simply by using an

accelerometer with a different sensitivity.

Of the cruise conditions, Cruise 1 showed the least acceptable

handling qualities for the basic unaugmented aircraft. Therefore, the

design was based primarily on this flight condition. As a result, the

optimum value of loop gain for Cruise 1 was also used for Cruise 2.
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( The final analog verification showed this approach to be quite adequate

for both cruise conditions. However, at that particular setting of

loop gain, the handling qualities for Power Approach- were not acceptable.

Since the transition to Power Approach begins when flaps are lowered,

two flap switches were used to change the gain and achieve the optimum

value.

It was determined- that the four degree rudder limiter, which is

used in the standard yaw damper, would prevent the SAS from performing

to its full capability while operating in Power Approach. Due to the

small response of roll rate tO a rudder input, when in Power Approach,

the four degree limit was considered as unnecessarily restrictive.

From repeated simulation of rudder hardovers while varying the rudder

limit, it was concluded that a limit of as much as fifteen degrees

could be used for Power Approach. Since the four degree rudder limit

is still required for cruise, it would be necessary to switch from a

four degree to a fifteen degree limit when entering Power Approach.

This can be done by using another flap switch.

The SAS designed in this study is considered to be quite success-

ful in meeting all the required specifications. Further, the other

objectives of simplicity and low cost ,are adequately fulfilled. The

design requires, in addition to the standard series yaw damper, only

an accelerometer and two flap switches.

This system has shown significant improvement. However, only

three flight conditions were analyzed, It is therefore recommended

that further studies include analysis of several additional flight

conditions. Further studies should also investigate the effects of

turbulence (wind gusts) and unsymmetrical thrust (one engine out) on
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this system.

Evenr though this SAS was designed to correct a problem encountered

with a particular modified C-135B aircraft, it could'be used to improve

the flying qualities of other similar aircraft whose lateral-directional

handling qualities have been degraded because of external modifications

that change the aircraft aerodynamic characteristics.
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Appendix A

Development of the Lateral Acceleration

Transfer Function

Substituting equations (2-4), (2-5), and (2-6) into equation

(2-1) and rearranging, the Y-force equation, ZFy, becomes

Uo- - YOO + Uo- Y - Yp;- g 1sin gcosoo - YaA = Y-a6a

+ Y6r r

(A-i)

Since Ou = 0, for straight and level flight, (A-1) becomes

UoV6 Y+Y + (Uo6 - Yr)$ - Yp$ - o - YAA = Ya a +Y6r (A-2)

From Table II, it is seen that Y a and YA are both equal to zero.

Neglecting these terms and rearranging, (A-2) becomes

UoA - go + Uo$ - YOO - Yr$ - Yp = Y6r 6 r (A-3)

Looking at the dimensions on (2-1) and (A-3), it can be seen that,

as written, these equations are really a summation of lateral acceler-

ation along the Y-axis rather than lateral force, EF y. This is true

because (2-1) has been divided by the vehicle mass, m. Therefore

a U0o - g + Uo$ = Y0 0 + Yr; + Yp$ + Y6r 6 r (A-4)

Using only the RHS of (A-4) and dividing by 6 r' the transfer

function for lateral acceleration to rudder deflection is obtained.
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y8~ + y i + y I+ ys A)
r 6r rr Pr 6  A5

Note that (A-4) is an exprssion for lateral acceleration along the

vehicle's Y-axis which is lateral acceleration of the c.g. only, as

opposed to total acceleration in the XY-plane. A more general expres-

sion can be developed which represents not only the lateral accelera-

tion of the c.g. but also the acceleration due to rotation about the

c.g. The expression of (A-5) can then be written as

a+ r y_ + + Yr + x (A-6)
dr 6r r6r P6r tSr

where ayt - total lateral acceleration

Zx - distance of the c.g. to the point of measurement
(forward is positive)
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Appendix B

Accelerometer Location

So far all the analysis of acceleration feedback has been done

with the accelerometer located at the center of gravity (c.g.) of the

airframe. As can be seen from Eq (2-19), when the accelerometer is

located away from the c.g. it measures not only lateral acceleration of

the c.g., ay., but also the yaw angular acceleration, k;ý. From Fig.
C&,

2 it can be seen that aycg and kxý act in opposite directions. This

means that if the accelerometer is located aft of the c.g., -Zx, that

it will sense a higher acceleration for a given yawing motion. This

means in effect that the accelerometer is more sensitive. Conversely,

if it is located forward of the c.g. it will be less sensitive. The

transfer functions of four accelerometer locations (including c.g.) in

all three flight conditions are listed in Table XV. The resulting root

locus sketches of the acceleration feedback system for the different

accelerometer locations are shown in Fig. 55.

Note that in each case, a shift in zero location is apparent.

However, since the location of the poles remains the same, the

resultant root locus is altered very little in the areas of interest.

Therefore, the location of the roots and thus the closed loop response

should remain virtually unchanged. It can then be concluded chat

accelerometer location has an effect primarily on accelerometer sensi-

tivity. For example, the design here requires an accelerometer with a
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gain (sensitivity) of about .008. An accelerometer with a seasitivity

of say .01 v/g will give the same results provided it is located four

feet forward of the c.g.
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App'-'.,.: C

Other Desig Considerations

Cascade Compensation. As can -e seen from the root locus of the

original series yaw damper (Fig. 6,, Chaptwr II, the system response

was undesireable mainly because th o one pair of second order roots

remain too close to the Jw-axis a . is increased from zero to

infinity. Early attempts to modify ti.e existing yaw damper included a

rather intensive search for a cascadt- compenjator that would draw the

troublesome branch of the root locus further into the LHP, thus making

it possible to choose a more desireable )air of closed loop roots,

i.e. a pair with a higher %. Several lead compensators were tried

but in every case the compensation caused the other dominant branch to

be drawn to the left. Then, because of t:he symmetry of a root locus,

the branch which was expected to be draw:- to the left was actually

drawn to the right, thus resulting in a less desireable root location

than before.

Other, more elaborate types of passive cascade compeusators were

tried - primarily compensators that genr.;.,t• complex poles and zeros.

Probably the simplest and most practicUl of thc• is the bridged-T

network which has a transfer function o.

Gc(s) 1 B. .. .

1 + Ds + Cs2
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Such a compensator could be uset! to cancel the complex pair of poles or

zeros of the airframe. However, since the location of the airframe

poles and zeros are constant only for a particular flight condition,

exact cancellation would be possible only at one flight condition, Use

of such a compensator then results in closed loop roots which, even

though are close to respective zero*, 1i1. in very underireable positions

in the A•l-ane. In fact, i this case, such roots could very well be

unstable. Such a design would require a very extensive study of all

possible flight conditions J.n order to beat locate the compensator

roots. Even then, the resultrnt effect of thesq xý:sts on the -.-,erall

response is questionable, since the system would now be predomilixantly

sixth order, Thercefore, it was decided that a multiloup feedback

system, although more difficult to analyze, would, in the end. result

in a mor, simolified and probably a more acceotable desien.

Roll Rate Feedback. Analog computer simulation revealed that the

aitcratt exhibited a substantially larger roll component than yaw or

sidesli component of the Dutch roll. Furthe-, the rudder is almost a3

effective in rolling the airczft -s in yawing the aircraft. It was,

therefore, thought tha,: a SAS which coqtrolled not pnly i but also t

through a combined feedback of both qantitles, would be very et.ective

in dampl-- the butch roll. Such a system w2 tnaidzea . •

"-- eu, one for positive feedback (Fig. 56) and one

for negative feedback (Fig. 57). Looking at Figs. 56 and 57, it is

immediately evident that roll rate feedback, when blended into the

system, results in a -hgradation of performance. This is the case no

matter how much roll rate is fed back. The3e co-clusiens were verified

C on the analog computer.
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b.;:e the resultz- of Wing lateral accel4.ation £f.;dback wer-•

quite erco~ri -tdag, efforts were concentrated on that ragger than on any

other iorms of -':U•.k or cascade co-pepnsation.

I
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MC-135 POSUTIVE TRW-1ROLL RATE FEEDBRCK

S~~THE OPENl LOOP TRA NSFER FUNCTION IS

*J

'( ~F IGURE 56 - ROOT LOCUS
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A• id D

Output - Lateral-Directional

Computer Program
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Appendix E

Sai•!e Output - Fisher's Root Locus

Co-rputer Program
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